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INTERNATIONAL I. 
!CONOD.PIUC  ANALYSIS  OF  THE  MARKET  -·--··==••==··-·-··=-····--····-·-··=  IN  TROPICAL  .OILS. ANI)  OILSEEllS  ····=······=····--··-········ 
This atud;y,  made  'bJ  Metra Interrur:Uon&l,  comprises the  fellowiQ~ · 
aectionsa 
.  . 
fjart  Xf  .  $UrVe1' or the .:Orltl mat'ket· ~  oils amd  fat  a 
. :  (-.wl1t.115 p.,_e)  .  ·.•.  .  .. 
J'a.t't  II; sUrve7 ·of the. oils ·  .. ami.  fats mar~et in the DO 
.  cout:r:l.ea . (about 14,> ~ages) .. 
.  Swrunati ·.·and.· oone1luaions  (llbout  30 pages) 
....• Stati,tical annexes (abOut ~100 pages )• 
at~d;y •  a.  whole is available onl;r  in F:renohJ  ita aubjepi 
. d.IU.pl;y technical nature militate acainst a  wide distribution. 
However,  it seemed  advisable that the essential results abou1d. be put 
...  '  0  T  '  i  0  0  • 
at  the disposal. of a  larger number  of readers. 
.  lbr thia pU.rpose,  the Directorate-(leneral  to~  .:Development  Aia. 
has prepared  the present dooumeslt <of  55  paces,  which contains ~he 
aiat ot the stud;y•  i.e  •.  the  Introdu~tion,  · the Summat7  M4 corioluiona, 
aiid  a  selection of· 16 diacr•• illustrating Parts l  and  II.  'ifb.e  :  - .  .  .  .  -.  . 
S'Wiilna.r;y ·and·. oonoluaioiUJ  are divided intt>  two :parts corresponci±nc to 
:  :·- >.  •  •  •  <  - •  '  ;  •  •''  ' 
thoae ot theatUd.y. 
"' '. 
The  ciocumeni  i.a  available in Dt.t'tch,  ~U.ah, Prenoh,  German  .allcl 
. Italian. 
-....  -- ---5190/VIII/69-E 
I  INTRO WCTION l 
The  European Economic  Community commissioned  the  METRA  group to 
make  a  survey of  the  prospective  outlets for tropical oleaginous 
products  in the six member  countries in 1970 and 1975. 
This  survey comprises  the  following stages: 
Stage  la  Compilation  of' basic data on  (a)  the  world  ei  tuation for 
oils and fats  and  (b)  the  Community  States'  production  of and  foreign 
trade  in oils and  fa.ts.  This  stage  gave  rise to  the  two  followine-
EEC  publications: 
(i)  "General e;urvey  of  the  world situation regarding fats  and 
oils"  (Studies  - Overseas  Development  SE3riea,  No.  2,  1964) J 
(ii.)  "The  market  in tropical  oleaginous  products in the  EEC  Member 
Statesa  basic statistical information  on the  production of and 
foreign  trade  in fats  and  oils"  - published by the  Directorate-
General  for Overseas  Development,  EEC  Commission,  December 1965. 
Stage  2a  Analysis  of  the  uses,  the  industr~ and  the  marketing of 
tropical  oleaginous  products  in  the  EEC 
This  stage  occasioned the  preparation of three  reports  per 
country.  The  EEC  published  a  major  summary report entitled "The 
market  in tropical  oleaginous  products in the  EEC  Member  States  -
Recent  trends  and  present situation"  (Studies -Overseas  Development 
Series,  No.  4,  1966). 
Stage  3r  Assessment  of the  probable  market  pros~ects for  tropical 
oleaginous  products  in  each  of the  EEC  countries, 
...  I ..  -· - 2- 5190/VII  I/69..,E 
This stage consists in aJ1  econometric  analysis,  based on a  model 
enabling medium-term  (1970 and  1975} f.orecasts  and  projections to  be 
made. 
The  present report summarizes  the  third stage. 
In this introduotionwe shall define  the  aim  of the  studt, 
indicate  the  complexity of the  problem,  and describe  the method 
fll!mploted  to deal withit. 
) 
Aim·of  the  stud.y 
The  purpose  of the third stage is to  work  out figures  for  the 
consumption of tropical oleaginous products in the  EEC  in 1970and 
1975•  In addition to  these forecasts,  which  are  the .main  object of 
the  study,  the  am1.lysis  is intended to  throw light on  the  different 
.factors determining thelevelof consumption,  and  also on  the 
incidence of the variations of each factor,  whether or not  such 
variations are due  to a  deliberate policy.  In  particular, it ia 
interesting to  see  how  far these quantities are affected by  a  change 
in the retail price of butter or margarine,  by  Community  policy for 
olive oil or rapeseed,  by  A.mericansota bean support policy,  or by 
changes  in the  market  price of raw materials. 
ComplexitY or 
The  difficulties of analysing such a  market  are  well  known. 
'l'h.ey  stem  from  a  number  of factors  1  the finished products  .:..  butter, 
margarine,  table oils, vegetable fats  and  "white  prociuct$ 11  (ex 
Brussels  Nomenclature  heading 15.13) - are often in competition,  for 
certain uses  at  e.ny  rate  ;  and  the  raw  materials used  to manufacture 
these finished  products  are very numerous  and.often interchangeable.· 
...  / ... ....  3  ... 
.  \  . 
Va~ia.tio:ns in the market  1>:riees  of the,products have a  very 
"'~  .  -·  - .  .  <  "·.  - .  .  .  .  : ..  ·. 
definite  •.  itiff:uence  .on  the:v~ia.tions in  •;hchl'  oompo~ii;iofi• .·  .. ·  trut  even 
apart·  •. fro~  .· il11 e,  .... manu~act11rtng··ba.bits.  ''a.rid<·difteren~e~r~, )a-te lead 
to oaniposition · form~la~·ilh~~  aitf~j~·:widely·•rro~  ot?im~ri. to:·oOtin'\17• 
.  .  .  ,_,.  ·. 
.  .  .  . 
On  acoo:tmt· of the  fi~Ubstitutions tba.t  <)~ be  ma.de,  1  t  is .. 
nec•ssa,ry to ·study. all  t,he  raw  matEtrials.  as  ~tnetW}.je, .Jhe,. t\b<lin~ 
qrt.Qn(!  or other.··ot•  •• t~~m mat. be.  di~t·or"ted.;.;.'ro  fit~ea.ri.Jdea..:ot't.h• .. 
extent of .the  problem,  .we  .lfst be, low 1Ae. prindip~l  ol1£J.•~ a,Ji(\  f~te 
an<!  t.he  products  of 1fhi4h  th~;r ar~ iri  ~eality ;a  by-produoit  . 
rape  see  a,. 
Palm  o.il,·· 
'Wha.:le  oil 
·Animal  ra.tsa 
Butter  .f.f-.  ---~--_,.. 
·  Tallow  ·~t··-·  ._.,_....__....__.  ~~  demand 
"·;,,;;~~" 
.  · .. 
Lard  +-(-·  ........ _.  ___  ..........  .......,)  demand 
-.... /  ....• - 4- 5190/VIII/69-E 
In view  of the  breadth~t!  complexity of the  subject, it was· 
decided that the  method  selected to tackle  the  problem must be  based 
on  certain hypotheses,  which  are  explained  belovf in the  description 
of the  principle  of our model. 
Principle  of the  proposed. model 
As  the  following diagram  shows,  a.  fully comprehensive  survey of 
the  world market  in oils end  fats  ought  to include: 
country-by-country surveys  of the retail market; 
country-by-country surveys  of product composition;· 
a  survey of the  world supply of raw materials; 
a  survey of world equilibrium a.nd  price  determination. 
World 
1------t"  Prices lEf------t  World 
supply  demand 
..:::l .... .... - ... 
1-----t::!ll------1 C  omposi ti  on 
of products 
Final  demand 
'-----f!iilll------t ( re tai  1  ma.rke t) 
Raw 
Ma:'terials 
Fi.nishcd 
products 
... / ... .
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 "•  .•  , 
'rli.~. number  of O,ountrles,  howe~r, and.  the lack ot  st~·U.stic~l 
inf0l"tn.atiO:n  O:n  m$-hy  of them  make  this a d,itf'icult procedure.  ?ur:therm.or&, 
in the  pre.sent survey the main  object is to  forecast. the  imports  of raw 
ma.terials it;lto  the  EEC  OOlU;l.t!"ies. 
We  therefore  ~implifie.d the. above  plan and .br.oke  it down  into two· 
paris {see  diagr8Jll  9ppos:t  te  )a 
(l)  A sv:rvey  of world  El~pply and  d.e111and  ~  the  field ot oils and  tats1 · 
for  the  purp()se  of estimating th.e.  ·:fUture  trend of world priQes; 
A sti.:e~y. oi :tl>;e  merket  t.n  the  EEC  COl.\titries;.  t~is second  Pa.r1i 
i•. si!IJdivided.  ihto  two  s~otio~~.,  a~a.lys:~s 6f  :tb.e  ±-~tail market  ajld. 
. a.rtalysict:i  of,'j?roduot. oomposi  tio~t,·  'a~sumill,~ that  the  world  pri~~ 
.1ete1~ are known~ 
.  .  •.  -. 
.  By  the st.une  token,  Jhe. sv.rvey  of wol'ld  demand  Will  'be  greatrty . 
simplified and will not  inP:lud~ studies of ·the retail market and .  pfo'duot  .. 
com~ositfon itt ~rvery oouhtry;  .. :tt::'Wil!  simply, take  into, account  tl'H~·  . 
population..a.nd.  lio~ld. income  eurws, together with  the  trend:s representing' 
tech~ol~g:ica.l  p!"ogr~ss arid  changes.  i~ opns'Wiler  ha.bitlh 
..  'l'he  plan :will therefore  b~  'as.  follows; 
I a  Survey pf ~he :world market in oils  •  and.  :fats 
1.  Study  ·.~.:r·  :W<?~ld p:cic:es 
· 2.  'Trend of world  SUPJ)lY  and  pri:ee: forecasts 
.  .  . 
Par.t II:·  Survey of  o~ls and rats market  ir1 the .:PC  oourttries 
::;study of'  EEC  f:trual d,emand  . 
..  Study of pro<i;u.ot  composition end  impt>rt  for6loasts • 
. In th.e··.w:orlir·l2:ritl$s.··study,  we  .first :Verified  til~t  .th~· ma.rkiH 
..  quot~;J.ti.oruJ  wer:e  ;e~lly re~resenta.tiv& of $,11  trading by comparing  them 
with  th'e unit import values.·  We  then deyised a.  ~node! to de'soribe  the 
·  pi-i4e,.,form~ng•)IJechaniam.  .Iri  this. mo  .. d.el  we.  as.sumed  the  E)upply  to be · - 7 - ~190  /VIII  I  69-E 
defined by  the  quan-ti ties available for  the  developed countries' 
consumption;  we  further  assumed  that these quantities ware  independent 
of the  price  quotations for  the  year  (inelastic supply). 
In order to  foreca$  the  price level, it was  therefore necessary 
to carry out  a  study of the  world.supply trend,  and more  specifically 
of the  quanti ties that will be  available for  the  developed countries. 
For  this purpose,  production  and  export forecasts  concerning each 
product  were  prepared in respect of the  principal  producing and 
exporting countries;  matrices  of trade between  developed,  developing 
artd  Eastern bloc  countries were  then  constructed.  The  last step '"as 
to make  sure  the  forecasts  were  consistent with the  growth of total 
world  consumption of oils a.nd  fats. 
In the light of the  price  trend hypotheses  thus  elaborated,  we 
next carried out  a  detailed analysis of  the  oils a.nd  fats market  in 
each of the  EEC  countries.  This involved a  studi[ of final  demarrd, 
in which  we  tried to  account  for  the  trend in consumption  of each 
finished  product by the  trend in population,  household  incomes,  prices 
1  of that  product  and  prices of competing  products.  We  had,  of course, 
to check  that these  forecasts  were  consistent with  the  trend in total 
consumption of visibler;oils and fats,  a  consumpt~on which  often tends 
to  become  saturated. 
Next  we  analysed,  country by country,  the  composition  of  the 
different  groducts  or of the total availabilitie.s if the existing 
statistics did not  allow a  more  detailed analysis.  The  variations 
in the  percentage  of each  raw matE3rial  were  thus  explained in terms  of 
the  movement  of the  prices of  these materials,  and  the  econometric 
models  we  worked  out  enabled us  to  form  hypotheses  on  the  pattern of 
oils and  fats utiliz&ons in 1970  and 1975•  In conclusion,  with  the 
final  demand forecasts it was  possible  to  project  -the  EEC  countries  t 
requirements  of each  raw material. 
.  .. ;.  -.. 
1  The  future  trend  ·  th  ·  f  ·  ·  t'  li ·k  d  ith  ~n  ese  prl.ces  was,  o  course,  some  1.mes  n  e  ·w 
the  forecasts  of world  prices of the  raw materials. . 5190/V!II/69:0E 
At  each step  of.th~_su:rV.Y~ after .a· descriptive tmalysis 
pre terence  was  always  gi. ven  to a:n  econometric  formula. tion of the 
}!robiem.  In every case  we· tried at  the  outset to construct an  . 
. e:x:p1a.rta.to:f.y  and  forwa.:rd-looking model. to  account for past development 
and assess. the  future~ 
Ohviousl~,: .howav:er,  mathema.tioal m,od.els  canti<lt  make  allowance 
e:V.ey  one  of the  :f'aotori}ltha.t  determine the  equilibrium of so 
. . eomtl.ex a  market.  They did at least. enable us to gauge  the influence 
. of -t;he  more  .important  ones· and.  to give  the stbey a  logical fram.ewol"k. 
.  .  . 
And :we  tried,  of ootl.t'se,  to  take;  any other a-vailable information  into~  .· ... ·  .. 
aodotint  whetf deciding on  the forecast ·figures. · 
.·~- :-
. The  ec<mometrio methods employed are all known  onet;J,  sotne  of th,em 
reliltlvely recent.  In the first plaoe, •ultiple regressions w'ere  used 
a  grea.t  d.e;;J.J  as this method has been in use ·for a 
· inter~ste~ :readers. to the textbooks  on  .t)le~ subjeo~~l . 
We  shal:( !:!imply mention that,  as is customary today,  we  used. for 
. each regression the  sta.nd1ttd de.viations of the. regresaion coeffioients2 
(in brackets tinder each coefficient),  the  ~ultiple ()orrelation 
. ooefficien:t R,  and the  residual  standard deviation ·or- . 
How('l.ver,  at  times it was  necessary  to  compli~ate · th&  tradi  ti.onal 
inultipl.9  regres13ion  to  some  extent,  ei-t;her by introducing seasona.1 
ooe~fi.-oien~s (covariakce analysis ;fo:r  the •final demand  study) or by · 
imposing certain -restrictions (the  sum  at the  peroen:t~ge_s of Jthe  various 
raw,mate:t'ia.la  oompo~ing a producil  is) by· d('lfinit:ton,  e'ciua,l  to 100). 
·.  . ':  .  ..  ' 
. .  ·. ·'  ..  '  ·~ /  .  ·,  ·~  .  .·.  .  '  .  .  .  .  .  .' 
The,re  are, numerous  wqrks,  ('l.g,  "'!'he  Advanced  The.ocy. of .Statistics~•  ·· 
by M.G.  Kendall and' A.  Stuard  (Ori:tf'in).  ..  ·  · · 
2  Th~ ~tandard, derla,t:ton measures  the accuracy with whi oh ·the :ho•tfioient 
1$ lCriown.  _:tt  is also used. f'or  rapidly asc.ertaining the statistical 
si~ifi(la.nce of the·.variable in question.  ·  · - 9  - 5190/VIII/69-E 
Furthermore,  in certain cases  the hypotheses needed for  a  correct 
estimate  of the  regression  coefficients were  not verified,  and it 
was  necessary to write multiple equation models.  There have  been many 
publications since 1950  on  the  theory of these models,  but far fewer 
practical applications,  particularly in Europe. 
Depending  on  the  case,  weused recursive,  also called causal  chain, 
models,  which have been studied chiefly by H.  Wold,  1  or simultaneous 
equation models,  which  were  developed largely by  the  wort of the  Cowles 
2  . 
Commission;  for this second  type  of model  we  used  the  double  and 
triple least-squares estimating methods  recommended by H.  Thei1.3  All 
the details that  obviously cannot be  included in the  present  study 
will be  found in these authors'  works. 
Lastly we  should mention  that,  although application of these 
recent methods unquestionably entails difficulties,  the  difficulties 
have  already been  overcome  in a  limited but rapidly growing nuinber 
of studies.  We  hope  that  the use  we  have  made  of  them rlll convince 
the  reader of their value,  more  especially for examining the i·nter-
action of world prices. 
1  '1Demand  Analysis"  (1953),  John  Wiley and  Sons,  and various articles 
·published in the  review "Econometrica". 
2  "Studies in Econometric Method"  - Hood  and Koopmans,  Monograph  No.  14. 
"Statistical Inferen9e in Dynamic  Economiq M:odels"  - T.C.  Koopmans, 
Monograph No.  10. 
3  "Economic  Forecasts and  Policy ",  North Holland Publishing Company, 
Amsterdam  (1961). 
"Econometric Theory"  - A.S.  Goldberger,  John Wiley and Sons,  1964. - ll - 5190/VIII/69-E 
I  SUMMARY  .AND  CONCLUSIONS I 
In this concluding section we  shall try to  pinpoint  the 
principal results  obtained in the  four main  stages  of this survey -
the  world prices study,  the  world supply trend and  price  forecasts, 
the  study of EEC  f'inat·.te.mand. and,  lastly,  the  study of product 
composition  and import  forecasts  (Part I). 
'Wii  sA.all  then discuss  the  influence  of certain important 
hypotheses  on  the  forecasts  Of  oleaginous  imports  ""'~  Community 
policy for  olive  oil,  American iJ.oYa..· lie&rt policy,  the  influence 
of butter and margarine  prices  (Part II). . 5190/vrt.r/69-E 
a}  C?mpara,t:ive  analysis of the  past pattern of market quotations for  the  .· 
principal QilQ  and fats  and  of the1lni  t  values for imports ot these 
prtJducts .into the  principal countries revealed that  t}).e  qtiota.tionsare 
clOsely .representative.  Fo£ i'ns~anoe,  the unit value  of O()COriUt  oil  ··  .• 
impo!'tS ih .a given qua.r1;er  Of  a'  yea.; oan be. CS.lottlated  to  Wf thin 8.  few 
•  ~ents.  by l(eientirtg the  a.~·r(tge  quo.tation for tb.e  s~e quarter by 4~ 
and  that  for the  preceding quarter bt 58%.  This  shows  that  i 
{i}  ..  Th.e  few  bi1aterai  ~gr~e!Jlents  ~xist:ing b~tween a.  :produo~:n:•· ceU.nt:ry 
and an  i~Porter cotmtr~.  !la.v~  orily  a..~i.nim~l effect  .on,~ the' average . · · 
tliansa.otion :prioes. ·.The  only exception con6e;tis  the 
.  ~;;:::~i;~:ipoUrtdtiut  oil to France front the  Afr.i~an countries; . 
. {ii) The.vertioll.:t oonoeritrations in th.e  oils 
lea.d to. parallel mark$ts  Yit~ different, trade prices. 
~) The  constln,lotion of. ·an  eponometri~ model  d9.s~ri.btng  1;ll~· mechahi13m 
'  ··- ·-.  .  ..  ,·  .  .'  '  '•  ·'·.  ._  .  · ...  - "'  .  - .•.  .;· 
formiJ  the.  prices o! the  principal Pl'or.iuots.  was  .tOU.nd;  to b.e  feasi)le  luid 
··afforded a  better waderstanding of. that 1neohaniam..  The  model  is based 
on: the  toJiowing two.  hypothese~, -.rhioh. we. have' tried to substantiate. 
>  ,;.,  .:'  ,'  •'  •  ••  •.'··,  '·<  "·,  ' 
In, the first placet supply a.ppe:&J:'s .·to us  to  b~ :almost  tni:tir~l;y 
inela.stlo .fr.om  tear to year  E¥1d  a.l~P to :a.  tar~ e:d$nt in$lastic  .. over 
fi~· .or  ten ;ye.a:I's,  orlng. t~ th.e  shl.'l,toby ·~tl1re. of e&rtain ··of'· the  ji~nt"a! 
·  ,;cC>ncern'ed····(~::ec.•  .... ne>~satisfac'tori~yteta·-ra··~)tainea·r~Otil. tb.•m.fol''tb~.ii;.~, 
ti  ve .  ot-7  t~tl years) f'  'the .  n~er~s  systei~ ,for  prote~ting producer~'  ·. the 
ahaenoe·.~t ~Y,J}~o~it~ble  •• subs;ft~t~-()~oj· in ~an;r  .. de;l()ping  ..  oe>untrt~s,~· 
th~ f~ot'th~t  $~ve~:e.i majo-r  oils a.tid:  fats ,arebj.-.;produots':-·· .  '·  ..  ' 
..  · F\xl:-thermore, ·  .. ·.Y&  assll!Jle  .that  prices  a~ n.ot  diotat'ad Nr  world. 
produc'f;fon  ~t  ()nl&- by the  qtia,ntities  ~Yail.able tor the  developed 
oe>unti'ies/ ~bnsumpticm in the  d~rvelopitig ao~tries  · and 
·  EB.s~ern bioo  h~Hng deterll{ilied  b~ a;·  dit~erent proces~~. 
-t~e  .Ar~:f.()a~ ~.:Pi-odl1oer~  kee~ wh~t they  ]i~~tl ·a.na  sel:f the, - 13  ....  5190/VIII/69-E 
In the  present state  of world  commerce,  trade  with  the  Eastern 
bloc  countries is on  a  very small scale  and is little affected by 
price  fluctuations. 
c) The  main conclusions  from  study of the  price-forming mechanism  are 
as  follows: 
1)  The  prices  of certain products  are  always  closely linked - so 
closely,  in fact,  that  where  one is known  the  others  can be 
calculated almost  ~:x:a.ctly•  These  close-knit groups  are: 
Soya.·  be_a:gj cottonseed and  rapeseed oils; 
Whale  and  fish oils; 
Coconut  and  palm kernel oils. 
In each  of these  groups,  however,  there is  one  "leader product", 
namely soya _bean, fish  and  coconut  oil respectively.  This means 
that the  prices in question are  not  simultaneously determined by 
mutual  interaction,  but  the  price  of  one  product is determined ;first 
and the  prices of the  others  follow suit.  What  ia more,  we  showed 
that  over the  reference  period  (1950-1965) it :was  only the  supply 
of the  leader product that affected the  prices.  Thus,  for the 
lauric oils the  price-forming process ia as  follows  (leaving aside 
Vu the- .influence  of the  other raw materials): 
Coconut  oil 
availability 
Coconut  oil 
price 
Palm kernel  oil 
price 
The  supply of palm kernel  oil does  not affect  the  price  o'f that  oil, 
and  the  price  of palm kernel oil does not affect the  price of 
coconut oil. 
These  findings  are  obviously valid only in so  far  as  the  palm kernel 
availabilities,  which  have  been  ranging between  300  a,nd  400  thousand 
tons,  do  not  increase  or decrease  by a  very much  wider margin • 
.  .  .  ; ... 3
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That is why  we  adopted for forecasting purp9ses  a  model  in which 
the  sum  of the  coconut  a.nd  palm kernel  oil availabilities 
determined  the  price  of coconut oil,  which  in turn determined 
the  price  of palm kernel oil. 
2)  If we  now  oonsider all the  raw materials together,  we  again find 
there is a  leader  product;  the  prices are  not  simultaneously 
' determined by mutual  interaction,  but certain prices crystallize'; 
first and thereafter influence  the  others.  More  specifically, 
the  raw materials  can  be  divided into  two  groups  - the  fluid oils 
and lard,  and the  marine  oils,  solid oils and  tallow.  Within  the 
first  group,  soyabf)a.n oil is a  very  dominant  leaders·  the  soya'be~n . 
availabilities alone  determine  this product's price,  which· 
materially influences  fortnation  of the  prices  of all the  other 
products in the  first  group,  and less definitely the  pricing of 
certain raw materials in the  second  group.  In the latter the· 
sj_tuation is less clearly defined,  but  the  marine  oils nevertheless 
have  a  leading poe!i tion;  they distinctly influence  the  pricing 
of all the  other products in the  group,  though it should be 
observed that the  lauric oils have  some  effect on marine  oil 
prices. 
Diagram  2,  opposite,  sums  up these  interactions and plainly shows 
the  decisive  part played by soya. bean oil and marine  oils. 
3)  The  econometric  analysis enabled us to  determine  the elasticity 
of prices to  a  sometimes high  supply:  -1  for marine  oils,  -1.4 
to -2.4 for lauric oils,  -1.3 for  groundnut oil,  -1.1  to -1.5 for 
lard.  The  calculations were  made  for  two  periods,  1953-1964  and 
1955-1964,  since 1953  and 1954 might have  been somewhat  disturbed 
by the after-effects of the Korean  war  and the  long-term contracts 
between Nigeria and  the  UK  did not  cease until 1955.· 
...  f  ..  -· -· 16- 5190/VIII/69-E 
These elasticities,  which  well express  the  price  response  to the 
of supply,  deviate  from  the  medium-term 
elasticities needed for  five- or ten-year forecasts  proportionately 
as  the  annual  supply and price  variations differ  from  the price 
trend.  The  table  below  shows  that  this is particularly the  case 
with  coconut  oil and the marine  oils.  We  therefore  decided that 
for  the  1970  and 1975  forecasts  we  should adopt  the lowest elasticity 
values  for products that fluctuated widely from  the trend. 
Table~-(?6) 
FLUCTUATIONS,  TRENDS  AND  ELASTICITY  TO  SUP:PLY 
OF  THE  PRINCIPAL  RAWMATERIALS 
Standard 
deviations 
of 'tannual 
fluctuations 
·from trend 
Elasticity to  supply 
Trends 
over 
:period 
1953-1966 
A 
1953-1964 
Values 
adopted 
for 
forecast 
Coconut  (and 
palm kernel)  oil  .+  4%  13%  -1.4  ...;2.4  -1.4 
Whale  (arid  fish) 
oil  ...  8%  1$%  -0.9  -1.0  -1.0 
Grotindnut  oil  20%  11%.  -O.J  -1.3  -1.3 
Soya" ·'bean  oil.  33%  12%  .-0.7  -0.7  -0.7 
Palm  oil  + 13%  7%  -0.3  -O.l  -o.J 
Lard  - 24%  13%  -1.1  --1.5  -1.1 
Tallow  1%  14%  -0.1·  -0.4  -0.4 
. - ..  f. ·•. - J. 7- 5190/VIrV69-E 
We  may also mention that  the reciprocaJ  ~la~_tj..ci  ty  ya.lue.~.-~l."•  ~ 
Soya'_"!~~~ oil and  groundnut ·oil 
Soy~:t>~ij.n oil and  cottonseed oil 
Soya~-~~-~ oil and lard 
Soyac_be~!loi  1  and  whale  oil 
Whale  oil and  coconut  oil 
Whale  oil and  palm  oil 
Whale  oil and tallow 
2  -.  WORLD  SUPPLY  TREND  AND  PRICE  FORECASTS 
a)  Prospects  for  production and e;port 
OB 
0.7 
0.5 
1 
0.7 
0.3 
0.5 
The  world supply trend· study consisted in f,oreoasting the 
probable  future  of world  output  product  by product,  and the  export 
prospects in oases  where  the  producer country is a  developing or 
an Eastern bloc country.  For that  purpose  we  used the  available 
data  on  acreages  and yields,  and.  existing production plans. 
·  However,  we  al'Wayer  proceeded  from  the standpoint  of what  was 
likely to happen,  not'f:fhat  was  desirable;  this explains  why  our 
forecasts  for certain raw materials concerning the  developing 
countries are  lowe.r  than those  of the  FAO's  World Indicative Plan, 
whilst for other raw materials,  originating in developed countries, 
they are higher. 
The  forecasts  were  always  calculated for  the five  or six major 
producing and exporting countries,  and  production and export  figures 
for  the rest of the  world were  extrapolated afterwards. 
The  findings  were  as  follows.  World  production,  which  grew at 
an average  annual rate  of 860  thousand tons between 1953  and 1965, 
is expected to increase slightly and  reach  950  thousand tons  a  year 
between 1973  and 1975..  This corresponds  to availabilities .ot  some 
39  200  thousand tons in 1975. 
.  ..  ;-..  ~ -18-
WORLD  PRODtfoTION .  OF  OILS  AND  FATS 
--·----·--~  .  ..;:.._....,..._.;. _________  ~-~"--'---·--·'----,,  ..  "~---............-..-.2.--.~-
(EXCLUDING  BUTTER) 
100¢  tons  . 
!Ye.~~~  ..  ·Ay~_:r.~~ 
1953  1962  1975  1954  1963 
1955  1964 
'Oooonut  1 909  2 089  2 390  20  25 
ta.lm_kerl').~l  415  412  460  4 
..  P~lp~  1  080  1  162  1  635  9  39 
.  _q:t",O.lll).~t.lt  1 784  2 661  4 000  97  112 
S,t_!ya  bean·  2  195  4 057  6 880  235 
·o <?.-t t9n:~-~~d'  1 878  2-"'242  2 950  40  59  .  ;,:  . 
:Rapeseed.  985  1  258  2 020  30  63 
Se_s~e  619  534  675  9  12 
.. 
Sunfllt)wer  .. seed  978.  2  129  3 650  127 
Maize  135  197  365  7  14 
Olive  .. 
1  118  1 467  1 490  39  2 
T_ai~ov  2752  3 862  5 550  141 
Lard  3 618  4928  5  630  58 
~-a~•  391  282  75  -17 
'F~eb  J35  636  1 400  33  64 
20  192  27  916  39  170  858  938 ; . 
...  19  .,..  5190/VIII/69-E 
The  11  500 thousand  tons a.ddi tional output envisaged will come 1 
.  .  .  . 
mainly from  soya:)le~:oil,  tall()w,  sunflowe,rr see~ a.nd 
~oundnu  t  oils; 
: partly from  fii:lh,  cottonseed,  ra.pese~,d, ,and  Palm  oils 
and l&rdJ 
!very littltJ  from  ooo<mut  a.n,d  palin  kS'rnel oils,  olive 
l:>il' or whale  oil. 
:J.iJle~ ,  gro~h  r~te. f>:f  the  vario~,·  p~od1.1gt~ .will  bEH 
· faster. tW..  pal~ ~d  r~~~s'e,eci ofia; · · 
-.  .  ~  .·  ! 
,:·~he.· $am~·  ,'tor_  ,s()y$~]'~~~,gt-~~itdil\it) 
-~d. fiSK .oi1a;  ·  ··.  ,,,  · 
_:  ,...  _:  ',  .. 
~ooete:r.-ition 
availabilities· of  the  4a~1oping countries. 
For the  developed and Eastern bloc countries,  ·•· ........  ···  ·.  .  ; 
·  ..  should  oont~nue,  ava~labilities .rising  tro~, 12 500'  th~fl1af1<i-t<ms it( 
,1904  to 16 40()  in 1975 in  th~  d~~·l~ped oou.ntries ana  .fJ;'~fl\ .4  400) ,·.; 
·.thQllsartdt.ons. in 1966.-to  6  750-,in 1975 ,in  ..  the  £rf.~ie:~n,,1fl~o.  . .  . .  '  ·.  .  .  -.  - .  .  .  .  ·-.  .  .  .  ..  .  ..  - ••  ·.  - <,·· .. -.  i 
·developing oo\llltries,  ho~&Ver; the. oont;d.1rutiofl,  ~#:~1m~',oqo~ut,- · 
-·fishi rapeseed a.nd  .soya'b~anbi1s should.o~se the  4W9-wtll:ra,ie  tos.peed 
up somewhat f.· availabilities,.  which  ~tood a-1;  11•  9(fo:.Jhb'!J.'S]t~ct  t()n~ 'ill 
1964,  lf-11~  :veach 16 500 in 1975.  .  .. .  .  .....  -··  .  , 
This  pl<><licted  incr~ase in ~<>duct  ion.  ~0uld•l1.  ~~~or  be~  l>iA~B,.,.p}~~} 
·so  there woUld  be  no notable·  o~~;trpt"oduct~o:n  d~i~+~ tfi;~:;p~rtod:.i·965-l975  •. · 
<  •  •  C  •  •  •  •  •,  •  '  - • • ,"  •  •  ~ e  -, '-:  •  •  - '  ',,  •  •  •  ';  '  '  • 
ifhe  (visible} oils. arid  fats  constimpti<>n~t' ~~a,* J~.Xoludtng ~tter),  ·· 
which.  was  :7  kg 1n>l95J and  9 kg in 196~.5,  l>till·l,.r,lo kg  i~ 1975~  ..  -·  Thust 
'  •  •  •  - •  • '.  '  •  - •••••  ;  ' ••  ,  ·" ':_~'  >  •••  '. _,_'  '  • '  '  • '  •  '• 
S.llowing £.or  the  growth  of .population,  th~  cci~'$Wil~~#)li  ',gr6w~h .I'a':'$<per . 
.  ..·  ..  ·  .  .--·;··  ·:.  ":"· 
head w·ould  col'J,ti:riue  to Slacken.,  This  (>Vel"al;].  ·t~el1,4;'m:"skS  ~~e prortoutioed 
:~iti'~.:re,n.~~sf depen(ii.ng· qn  :the  ¢ntic:ties  ~Qno'~-~~.  ···I~··iJiE),~e11ei~~d. .  . 
eOt;tntries,  oUr  foredasts indicate  a.: l975 consumption  ,~igure of  ~3.  6 kg 
per  h~ad, wb.ioh;  ))earing in mind  the butter consumption,  is perhaps il()t · '• 
Soya.  'bea.tl  gi:I., 
<lrc>W\$1nut  otl. 
Lard 
Ma.l'~:Q,•: oils 
Oooonut  and palm 
··  kernei ofls 
'  .. 
Palm  oil 
- 20 -
RATES  OF  INCREASEr 
'AVAILABILITIES  IN 'rilE  DEVELOPED 
COOlilTRIES-::AN:O·'WOtrr;D~P'lffOES 
QJ~'-'J'JUJL PIU~_CJ~J\L  .  .Q;rL~L.M.lLFJ.T.a 
Availabilities in the 
~Etveloped.count:r'ies 
.  ''\ 
1954- ..  1963-
1963  1975  ... 
88  65 
50  32 
.20  4 
10  36 
6  -2 
- 16  7 
Pr.ioes 
'-"'U~'-" 
J955- '1965-
10 
1965  1975 
- 22  - 21 
- 11  - 17 
...  11  4 
·\· 
7  ..  14 
9  2 
14  - 2 21  5190/VIII/  69-E 
very high;  the  saturation level is not  f<:~:r  off,  but is mainl,y after 
1975 that saturation effects will be  really significant. 
In the Eastern bloc countries,  consumption  per head is expected 
to advance  at the  same  rate  as in recent  years.  And  in the  developing 
countries,  although  the  present level  of consumption is extremely low, 
even the  very modest  acceleration predicted1  appears  to be  optimistic 
and  thus  the  gap between  them  and the  developed countries will  go  on 
widening. 
c) Prices  and availabilities in developed  countri~~ 
The  trend in the  developed countries  1  availabilities of the 
various  raw materials which  influence  prices will  be  as  f()llows: 
1 1953: 
1964: 
1970: 
1975: 
Soya bean oil availabilities will continue  to mount  rapidly, 
though not  quite  so  fast  as  during the  previous  period;  they 
will  form  a  larger proportion  of the  total availabilities and 
the  price might  fall  to  some  200  dollars  a  ton; 
Groundnut  oil availabilities will  probably make  slower progress 
than previously,  and their share  may  stabilize at  about  6.· z{o. 
The  price  would  then be  260  dollars; 
Lard will  probably increase  only very slightly,  and this fact 
may  keep ita price up  in spite  of the  drop in the  price  of 
soya bean oil; 
The  marine  oils,  expanding rapidly,  are likely to  find their price 
falling; 
The  availabilities of lauric oils will  be  practically constant. 
Their price  can therefore be  expected to  remain  fairly high  on 
average; 
Palm  oil availabilities,  which  were  shrinking over  the  preVious 
period,  should expand,  mainly after 1970.  Then  the  price,  which  had 
been tending to rise for  the  previous  ten years,  would  stabilize  • 
4.  4  kg per head 
5.1 kg per head 
5.4 kg per head 
5.7 kg per head 
.  . .  I ... -·· 
:.S_oya  'bea.n""_J)il 
·. 
:cottonseed 
-••-:;/;·----,__.,,._·''  .  -- '  oil 
~Groundnut 611  I 
Lar<l . 
:wiia.ie.oil 
_Fish.. oil 
Coconut· oil  .. 
_.Palm  ker.ne.l. 
.oil 
.... · 
!'a.l91  _o.il, 
.. 
'1' allow  .. 
Table A{J9) 
FORECASTS  OF  THE  PRICES ·oF THE  PRDTC!PAL 
OILS  AND  FATS 
.4Y'il:J:'M~  Avera.~  1970 
1954 - 1956  1964- 1966 
324  254  2l0 
299  266  216 
350  312  270 
337  301  310 
234  239  212 
178  202  ·.  179 
289  323  330 
·· . 
. ·. 
279  295  287 
222  253  246 
204 
I 
225  190 
·.·· 
1975 
200 
206 
.  260 
313 
206  ..  · 
174 
.340 
289 
248 
190 - 23  - 5190  /VIII  I 69-E 
3 - EEO  FINAL  DEMAND 
Our  fairly detailed study of the  trend of final  demand  in each  of the 
EEC  countries calls forth  comments  on  four  points,  namely: 
the  paucity of present statistics on  the  subject, 
the  shortcomings  of traditional  demand  alllalysis, 
saturation levels, 
the  diverging trend of consumption  patterns in the various countries. 
a)  Paucity of statistics 
We  collected the  annual  or monthly statistics available  for each 
country on  consumption  of the  various  finished products  - butte:r>, 
margarine,  table  oil,  vegetable 'fats,  shortening a.nd  lard - for the 
period 1950-1965.  In this  context it should be  noted, that the  gathe:r;-ing 
of basic statistical data is generally left to  the  national  producers' 
associations,  whose  activity is often confined to one  or  two  products. 
Generally speaking,  there  fore,  there  are  no  official statistics, nor 
is there  even co-ordination in most  cases;  in particular,  the  Brussels 
Nomenclature is unknown.  The  result is that the  same  name  is used  for 
different  products in different countries;  it is frequently impossible, 
in such statistics as  do exist, to distinguish household  consumption 
from  the  food industries'  consumption;  and  one  Sometimes  fihds  seven:.il. 
sources  giving different consumption  figures  for the  same  product. 
For  instance,  the  consumption  of olive  oil in Italy is not khown  even 
to within 50  000  tons,, and  the statistics on butter in France  and 
13elgium  are hardly better.  The  German  and  Dutch  figures  for household 
consumption  of oil and vegetable  fats  are  extrernely difficult to 
'disentangle  from  those  for  the  food industry.  Furthermore,  there  is 
no  information  on  the variations in retailers'  and  sometimes  in 
manufacturerst  stocks. 
Such  scanty and vague  figures  obviously provide  a  rather shaky 
basis for  the  findings  of the  econometric analysis. 
.  ..  f ... Germany 
France 
Italy 
Netherlands 
BLEU 
- 24  -
Table 5J40) 
PRICE  ELASTICITIES 
Margarine 
Butter  to butter 
price 
- 0.36  + 0.321 
.·· 
2  - 0.29  -
3  - 0.63  - ·• 
- 1.  276  + 0.10 
- -
Table  Olive 
oil  oil  . 
- 0.52  -
- 0.24  - 0.77 
- o.ee4  .  5 
- 1.36 
- -
- 0.62  -
1  Elasticity calculated !rom  the  equation of butter demand  and an elasticity 
of margarine  consumption  to butter consumption  of 0.89. 
2  Not  statistically significant. 
3 This elasticity was  calculated with  a  model  that  did.  not include  income 
effect'  a.nd  is therefore  very imperfectly known.  But  the  e:rlsting 
colinearities made  it impossible. to introduce  the variables of price  and 
income  at the  same  time. 
4  An  elasticity of - 2.23 to  the  price  of olive oil should also be  noted. 
The  two  elasticities have  been calculated from  the  equation of olive oil 
demand  and an elasticity of consumption  e>f  seed oil's to  consumption  of 
olive oil of - 1.64. 
5  An  elasticity of + 0.54  to  the  price  of  seed oil should also be  noted. 
6 There is also a  non-significant elasticity to  the margarine  price of 
+ 0.44. - 25  - 5190/VIII/69-E 
b)  Sho"'tcomings  of  .. traditional  demand  analysis 
In the usual  type  of demand  ~alysis, consumption  per head is 
explained in  terms  of income  per head,  the  price  ofcthe  product  and 
the  prices of competing products.  Our  econometric  study showed,  as 
regards  the  EEC  countries,  that: 
The  influence  of butter and  oil prices  on  consumption  per head is 
real but relatively slight,  except  as  regards  the  consumption  of 
butter in the  Netherlands  and  of olive  and seed oils in Italy 
{see  Table  40  opposite); 
Income  is not  a  determining influence.  The  results of the  SOEC 
survey show,  for instance,  that  the  influence  of social and 
occupational  category is often stronger than that  of income. 
NeVertheless,  this survey reveals that  income  has  a  significant 
effect  on  the  consumption  of butter in Germany,  .France  and 
Italy,  and  of oil in Italy. 
Furthermore,  it appeared that the  income  elasticities calculated 
from  the  data in time  series very often measured the  trend  ~;r  consumer 
.habits rather than  an actual  income  effect.  It was  sometimes  found 
better to use  a.  trend term rather than income  in  the  regressions.  :But 
"consumer habi  tsn,  an expression  which  modestly veils  our ignorance 
on  the  inner causes  of these  trends,  are  hard to  pred.ict  five  or ten 
years  ahead,  and  thus  render  the  forecast uncertain. 
In a  number  of cases  we  observed that  the  symmetrical machinery 
of choice between  two  competing products,  as  used in  the  traditional . 
analysis  of demand,  did not  describe  the  true  situation accurately. 
For example,  it appears in Germany  that butter consumption  depends  on 
household incomes,  butter prices,  and  the  trend of consumer habits;  and 
margarine  then  comes  in to  supplement butter,  at least for  some  uses.1 
Similarly,  in Italy the  consumption  of seed oil is clearly explained 
by the  following  diagram~ 
...  ; ... 
1  Margarine  consumption reacts very sensitively to  the butter consumption 
rate  (elasticity 0.89)  but not directly to  the  price  of butter. - 26  :... 
Income 
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Trend or 
income 
.  ·.· ..  ····  l  1  _  _..,,  Plive oil ........ Olive  oil --#)Seed oil 
prl,.,. «  ...  ·.  confptton  oon  .....  ptio,n.. 
··  .s~ed oil 
price 
In  .. both  oases  th"'.re  is a leadel' and  the· second. product is mere:.y, 
f<>r  .some  uses at ieast,  a  substitute for it;  ..  symmetry  of choice 
efte·oted by  the  tw;o  prices does not appear .to  give  a  true  piotBre 
the situation. 
•A.  saturation level for the total final  demand  for tats and 
.  uru:l.oubte9,!y  exi~t~, but may.  dj.ffer ;f.'r01JI  one  :country :to  a.n~t}ler.·  For 
e,u.mple i  si~~e.· l955  German ,()bnSlJI11p>tiotl. has stttod at about 29  kg J>&r .· 
head  (by weig~t of product) Wbilst  Dutch oons~ption. bas passed 30 ks 
per head ·~· is still .rising,.  ; This rise, ho~-yer, :w:\:11  probably .·. 
level  off. very  .. perceptibly il1  t'l).e  :tfetherland8 between n.o:w  and 1975• 
In France  and  Bel~umi t~ta.l  ~onsumption will.  rise more  slowly 
but real  sa.tu~ation may.not. set in before 1975.;  ·.It will probably 
be  at .a. higher leval ·than, in Germani,  :but.  tolf&r  th-.n· in th~ N'etherltulds  f 
I7:1  ±t,:ly,  total. ooni:mmpt·ion  h~s progressed =tllPtdli in the last 
. fifteen  y~tlr~ and.·•this  growtb;·m~y·  o~~'tlnue· ~raotioall;  'Ul\cheo~e.d.,rup:'. 
t()  1975. 
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d)  Diverging consumption  patterns 
Contrary to  what  one  might  have  expecte-d~  the  past  and  predicted 
trends  of consumption of the  different products  in each EEc· country 
exhibit  no  common  feature.  Diagram  34,  opposite,  shows  clearly that 
there  is no  convergence  towards  a  common  consumption pattern,  even 
if Italy is left out of account ...  Butter consumption is  dropping in 
Belgium,  stationary in the Netherlands,  and rising in  France  and 
Germany;  on  the  other hand,  margarine  consumption is dropping in 
Germany and increasing in the  other countries. 
Fluid oil consumption is increasing far more  rapidly in Italy 
and  France,  where  these  oils already account  for  a  major  fraction 
of the  consumption  figure. 
Thus,  it can  be  said that there is practically no  sign of 
convergence  of the  consumption  patterns in the  different  countries, 
. nor is there .  likely to  be  any such  convergence  between now  and 1975; 
each market has its own  characteristics and 'Will  probably keep  them 
for  some  time  to come. 
4- COMPOSITION  OF.PRODUCTS  .AND  IMPORT.FORECASTS 
The  product  cornposi tion analysis  produced rather different  findings 
on  the  convergence  of the  various  countries'  supply patterns. 
The  composition of products, particularly of mar.garine,  varies 
widely in the  five  EEC  are as. 
Nevertheless,  the  changes  forecast  are  nearly all along the  same 
lines,  with  an  increasing fraction  of  soya_l;>e.~ :c)il;  a  diminishing fraction 
of lauric oils,  increases  of the  "other fluid oils" and  a  slight decrease 
cif  palm  oil.  Marine  oils advance  in certain countries but fall back in  • 
others;  on  the  whole,  thei:R. share  diminishes. 
This relatively convergent  trend is  obviously due  to  the  common 
influence  of world prices. 
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It became  apparent  from  our study that  a  very large  part of the 
composition changes  could be  accounted for by variations in raw material 
prices.  This can be  seen most distinctly in the Netherlands  where, 
1  .  .  ··.  . 
thanks to the  work  of .the  MVO,  half-yearly statistics. of composition 
per product  are  available.  · Diagram  35  opposite  shows  the  trend for the 
principal raw material  fractions in  Dutch  margarine,  partly observed 
$.nd  partly calculated by means  of a  model  in which the  prices of the 
different substances  are  the  only factors;  it will be  seen that  the 
model  reproduces  the variations in composition very well. 
In the  other coUntries, :~~~~ep.!_!J:'a.n~~.  the~~~ta.tistios are decidedly 
less useful  and  we  had  to  confine  aurselves to an analysis of the total 
utilization pattern,  as  the  composition ot the different products is 
only known  from  a.  ~~year survey.  In :Belgium,  in particular,  statistics 
al:"e  very poor,  as  the  producers'  associations do not communicate  any 
information.  :But  the  influence  of raw material prices is nevertheless 
plainly visible.  The  direct and substitution price elasticities found 
are  given in Chapter  2,  l'a.rt II,  of the report;  ll'e  may  mention  that  t 
( i)  The  demand  for  soya· J~!an  oil is very sensitive  to price va.riati  ons 
in every cot1ntry except  France,  where  consumption is very low. 
This  demand  is sensitive to the  price of groundn.ut  oil in Germany, 
'  .  ,'  '  '  '  .  , 
Italy and :Belgium,  $.nd  of coconut:  or  palm otl in the Netherlands 
and  Belgium J 
(ii)  The  demand  for  groundnut  oil is sensitive ·to variations in the 
prioe. o:£  this product  and to the  prioe of soya be'a.noil  in· Germany, 
Italy  .. and :Belgium f 
{iii) Thedemand for marine  oils is very sensitive to variations in 
their prioe,  but also sometimes  - though  to a lesser degree  ;.,.  to 
variations in . the  price  of soya bean oil  or the  s 9li  d  C>il a; 
( iv)  The  d~mand for  palm~ oil i.s sensitive to variations in lts price, 
but also to variations. in the prices of coconut,  sora  bean  and.'' 
whale oils  t 
(v)  $imtlarly,  the  demand  .for coconut  and  palm kernel oil is very 
serisi  tive  to variations in the  prices of these  produ~ts,  but·· also 
to varia  tiona in the  price  of. aoya' bean and  palm  oils and,  in the 
Netherlands,  whale  oil. 
:r:Produktsch~p voo~s.argarine, vetten'enoti•n. 
.  ..  - '  - .  . ~ 31  - 5190/VIII/69-E 
These  findings  show that the  solid oils face  strong competition  from 
soyabean oil and to  a  lesser extent  from  fish  and  whale  oils,  bu.t  also 
compete  with  one  another. 
Thus,  our utilization forecasts  for  the  various  raw materials  depend 
closely on  the  hypotheses  adopted concerning world prices for  the  products. 
For  instance,  soya:bea.noil's  increased.':share  in total utilization stems  .,., _  _....._ 
from  the price  drop  predicted for  that product.  Similarly,  the  lauric 
oils have  a  smaller share,  because  coconut  oil maintains its price.  The 
table  opposite  sums  up  the  past and  predicted trend for  the  whole  of the 
EEC. 
It 'Will  be  seen  that,  although their market  wiil expand,  the  tropical 
oleaginous  products will constitute a  diminishing fraction of  the 
EEO's  supplies. 
This  shrinkage is due  to  the  solid oils;  the  proportion  of groundnut 
oil,  on  the  other hand,  will  increase slightly. 
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Table  6 
.FOJillnCASTS  or  US':Sl  j.Nl)  IMPO!T'S, OF 'QILS  .AllD  !!!:!S 
Quan-t~tiee  ·±n:·:tih~\l&ands 
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PART  II 
The  forecasts  of imports  of tropical  oleaginous  products  made  in this 
study rest  on  the  assumption  that  the  oils and  fats  policy followed by 
the various countries,  and more  especially by the  EEG  and  the USA,  will 
be  continued.  We  shall now  try to  express  in figures  tlie  consequences 
of three aspects  of that policy: 
US  government  aid to soya bean  ___ ~-~~~rs; 
the  influence  of margarine  and butter prices; 
the  Community  policy for  olive  oil. 
1  - THE  UNITED  STATES t  . SOYA'  :BEAN  POLICY .. 
The  aid granted by the  American  Government  to soya be~ growers has 
two  facets  - the  support  price,  and  the  oil exports under  Public  Law  480. 
(i)  The  Commodity  Credit  Corporation  (coo),  which  implemented  the 
price  support  programmes  in the United States,  fixes  a  soya·: bean 
support price  at the. beginning of each season  (October-September). 
It a.1so  grants,  to growers  who  so desire,  loans equal  to the  value 
of their crop calculated at the  support price,  accepting the  crop 
itself as  security.  The  farmer  can either repay the loan at  any 
time  before  the  end  of  the  season  (end  of spring) if he  finds  a 
buyer  on  the  market at  a.  better pri9e,  or else hand  over the  crop 
at  the  due  date. 
The  CCC  can  then export,  stockpile  or sell the  soya  bertns 'to 
American  crushers.,  In the  period 1951-1965,  the average  price 
received by the  farmers  was  equal  to  or less than  the  support 
price  in 1957,  1958  a.nd  1961. 
(ii) Since  the,,end  of 1955,  however,  the  Government  has  intervened by 
means  of the  law  of 1954  on  farm  aid a.nd  development  (Public 
Law  480). 
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This  law authorizes  the  US  Government  sign sales agreements. 
with  other governments.  These  agreements  may  be  for  supply against 
payment  in the  currency of the  importing country,  such  currency to 
be  used for various  purposes by arrangement  between  the  two  parties; 
or  they may  take the  f.orm  of gifts  o:r  barter agreements;  or  they 
may  be  accompanied  by the  grant  of long-term credit.  Thus  the US 
Government' a  in  te:rven ti  on has been in  the  shape  o·f  oi  1  exports  to. 
countries which,  in principle,  lacked sufficient resources  to 
purchase  in  the  free  ma:rke t;  for  the  rule is that the latter must 
not be  disturbed. 
This  type  of export represents  50-60%  of oil exports but  only  9% 
of soya bean production  (and  some  9. 5%  of soya bean. and  cottonseed 
·production).  For;  although  oilcake is in particularly great  demand  in 
the  developed countries,  the  same  cannot  be  said of  the  oil. 
The  influence  of this policy as  a  whole  on the  developing countries 
is complex· and has  often  been debated.  In the  first  place  the  support 
price,  intended to encourage  Sq)B.  be.~Jgrowing and to ensure  a  certain 
income  for  the  .American  farmer,  has  two effects.  On  the  one  hand,  it. 
stabilizes  the  annual  price  fluctuations  and in this .way  does not lead 
to  the  building-up of permanent  stocks but  only of carry-over stocks. 
On  the  other hand,  it ma.intains  the  price,  but this is only possible by 
building up  a  permanent oil stock which  is disposed  of under PL  480.  So 
we  shall take  care  to distinguish between  the  twomeasuress 
(a)  the  support  price  I;Jystem, 
(b)  non-commercial exports under  PL  480. 
~.a)  The  supvo:rt · price  .·  system 
If this  system  we:rle  abandoned,  or  the  support price  lowered,  the 
farmers  would :reduce  their soya b69.ll. acreage  and therefore their next 
crop,  at any rate  i:r.  market  conditions  threatened a  significant fall 
in prices. 
.  .. ; ... ... 
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All  other things being equal:<·  a<crop reduction of,  say,  a  %, 
would bring the oil price. in that year up by  0~7 a %  of the 
preVious  year's prioe,1 · so  that the :runerican  farmer ·would  fi~d 
his income  reduced .by a  - 0.  7  a  •  0.3 a  %. 
But the higher price would  lead to  a.  less pronounced.  increase 
in the price  of the  other raw materials,  the  :t"e~iptoc~l· elas't!.Ql;ty · > 
_  ·,  ·  •  ,  ··_ . .  •·:x:o ..  ·-.~,,;·  ~:'  ._;--:··-~;r::' 
values being under o  ·1 (e. g.· o. J  for  groundnut .·.oil);  hence  the 
producers. of other  oils. and fats  would  profit by both the higher 
'  ·,  .  '  ..  ·  .  .  .  .··  - .. 
. prices and  the substitUtion effect which  would be  in their 
favour.· 
.. ·.  .  ' 
_ :tt is.  J?lE+in  that  a,.ny. measu:re  w:hich_ i;noreases  ou~W;t mus"J;  be 
·  ..  ~~~;nst :the  interest~. of,the prodU,oers  of  o9m~tingj,,ro(};ucto, 
'•  ..  ,  <.·  '..  .  - ,- .  .  ---·  ·..  --·-··  .  -.,.- .,.-- ·.  ·',  : 
stnoe  ;suc)h·m~S.$ur~s  .• liriz1g  dolt1a·the  p~ln~·-···of:the  produ~t._·a.nd ._also, 
. th~g4 to a.  iess~Z.<.E~~~;nt,  the· price  of :tilte )~:lj.ed  ~rod'U.cts~  ,'l'hus. 
t~~ ~~~titers'  1~~· b~.'t;hi-~n lmii valV.~· ·and  o~  .  · 
•  .<. •  •  - -:~  ~.;  -~-- :·'  •• /  '"'  1 
.  These  b.arm~l, :~fft9~ti wquld,  be  ole~~ly seelll.jit'  :t,he. COO  p\lt its 
•oil·  __ sto~~s  ml:the.-ri~l't._~zri.ej<k~t,._··'btiir-.fQI'tun~~eJ.~>~he'·~-~~olJI!Ililrcia,l··. 
~-·~P9l't:s-~na'bl.~:t;he  pr~o~·or_oii;to-~ kept~~.:  ~~v~te.i- cqun~~i~s .  · 
h~w  .. asked. _rot-,.-~  ··iil~e~-ti.gaiio:ti: 6t th.j,' .•  ®a)$,1:-tto~.·~-rr~.x-e~~t i~---.· · 
, , ..  ·-·  ~ .. - _  ·-·  ._....,._  ·  ... -.,,.;.»_.;,_.,,_.,.,_·  -_.;e-~-»'---~.,..·,c  ..  ~.:-~,,_.  -c~·'""~·t:·~C··<-c··:--"  "~,;  .  .  .  .  --
.  ·  tb~se· non~conuneroial export~._-..  on_:th$-.m~ket·f~ ~~f  f£v~l·raw materi~ls  •. 
··Our'survei  threw rio iight on  th!i.~att•I*.;<lr~·1f'Ou.iti~-~.JJecessaJey to.·· 
··  tz·~=~~:.0d~;::~~,.~¥0::t~~~~2~~=~;;ttr'··· 
:::t~~~.a!::~;:d~~~~~Z~~~J~Bt~~~~~:~d:tz~.~;····  .. 
;  .  ,. .  ,.  ·-·  ~- .  ~  - '  .  ·.  -·:  .  .  ' "'  "'  •/ 
.,gtyeri  ris~ .to  .·  .. s~V.(!raJ.  .m~lllorattda.- .·  lfe.  ·a~&l~i~~l8:ll~  ..  o;~~~~:r:e~·~~Z.e~. ~hat  ·•·· 
·the. conolueloris -.qf  tltEi4~.~elhoranda a.J."e.  y~;it'~~ut~~·~~ 
·  ..  ·.·~  rlo1' .lio. ttl.;  6tfeot"c~f  r,i~~~  ~:~~'~  fl,'~,~~~;. it' feast 
partly·_  ~ew  ,_._ dem$d. oonstitut~d,'by>the_.no~~p·6mmer9iiA"•.  ;expoit~,.  ··we 
.· :~:::~~~::o~S~~=w~;o~:~~:I~~~~;:E!~~:~!:d 
¢ropa)_,  _oor:[!&spond.irt~ to the. avet~ge.  ~6t'·:t;lf~  ~9-b~~~~d.·p~lll-tt  ~ual  rates,  • 
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A 1zjo  or  8f'o  rate  corresponds  to an increase  or  decrease  in non-
commercial  e)Cports  of. 170  thousand  tons  in 1975,  i.e.  a  3.8% 
variation of the  developed countries'  soya·~- oil availabilities. 
In view of the  elasticity of  the  soya"bela_.n oil price,  this corresponds 
to  a  2.8% rise  or fall  in that  price  and  to  the  following changes 
in the  prices  of  the  allied products: 
+  2.8%  for whale  and  fish  oils 
+ 1.4% for lard  -
+  1%  for  groundnut  oil.  -
If we  assume  that,  as  seems  probable,  the  overall  demand  for 
fats  and  oils in the  developed countries is very little affected 
by price,  the  increase  of 170  thousand tons  (in the  case  of a  lzjo 
rate) wm'.benefi  t  all the  raw materials  (including soya_ bea:ri) owing 
to their price  variation and elasticity..  The  tropical  oleaginous 
products  (groundnut  oil in particular) could therefore find their 
outlets expanding by 80 to  100  thousand tons.  In the  EEC  in particular, 
outlets for  oleaginous  products  would  thus expand by 50  to  60  thousand 
tons,  or some  3%,  in spite  of a  price rise which  would  be  of the  order 
df 1%. 
2  - INFLUENCE  OF  MARGARINE  AND  BUTTER  PRICES 
Table  40  (price elasticities) provides an·answer  to  several questions 
concerning butter and margarine  pricing policy. 
a)  In the  first place,  it is recognized that the  price  of butter is 
relatively high,  owing  to  a  milk price  fixed to keep  the  farmers' 
income  at an  acceptable  level.  This  policy naturally leads  to 
large butter stocks that are  difficult to sell on  foreign  markets, 
even at a  low price.  At  first sight,  then,  it may be  asked if a 
lower retail price  would  improve  the  situation,  and  how it would 
affect margarine  consumption  and hence  imports  of tropical oleaginous 
products. 
. .  ·-1 .-.• . ... 
. - )9- 5190  /VIII/69-E  .  . 
A 10% cut in the  price  of butter .l(OUld  probably only increase 
ponsumpti.on by  .a~o11t ~% ~  the. EEC  as  a  whole,  wb;i9b;  is obviously· 
.  no~· 'enough  ... to  offsettht!1.dro·;P.ii.~¢ei.p.t~;  ..  ~.·.·onli)l'  the  .. lfe~herl~n(is 
.  '  ,·.  - ,_  - ·~  '··  ;.  '  ·.  -·  '.  ,-.~"  -,.  -~. ;  '.  .  .·  '  '  :  - . 
has anelafi.ticitt greater  th~~i~.?aruf  ~·~rice'•but·  .. ths$  :W:~l,d bring 
"  ,  :  ..  ·.·.  ..  ->  .·  .  .  ~  ,.  .  . .  .  • -·  .  .  :  - .  ..  · ..•  : ··I  .  .  . , .  . ,  ,.  ~' 
in higher reqeipts.  As  for margarine  e<>nsumptiQri,  this :wo.Uld  fa1:f  • 
·  b~· abo\lt.J~·~ in Germany :(l>.utfer  consUmptio~ ~ising by 3.5%} and by 
. onlY  1%  in the  Netherl~nas.  In  the. otb.er cottn:tries,  consumptiotf  .• 
would probably fal1  by very little. ·  In the: EEC .as  a  whole  iltarg~:l..ne · 
consumption wquid  'therefor~ dl'ol'  by perhaps  1~, . and· the  incidence  on·  .• 
tropical oils. and  fat~ would he  11eglte;:t ble  ~ 
that  wo~a l_je,.tlie  :re~ult Pi'  ra.iS:i.n.t·i~~·1tv;i:rgifi~~  price,··oy>'5%  £~~'~• 
:l~s.tano~?  .  It' has  ii·b~cl>tJeh ·  p~$~{bl~  . ;a· <ie~ernH.ne. statietfo~lly  ;,t.; 
.•  ;;r;B~i~~a~in$ i>iioE)  e:fasti'c±ty in ~Y  oo~ntry.  Soi  tis V9r;lt. p;·obabl.e'  ~·.;?  .· 
''  ·,_  '";.,.-,  '  '  ,.  '  - - '  '  ' 
·>  t:£~t  such  s.1t  incr~a;se would cause  practically no  dro~)' in  o&nsump~t~~;,>~.}/:, . 
.  llh~··t!e~bobiriitil!iti·  ~ga:ta~ions· .on'oliye  ~il··ha~'J>e~n· in forpe .since  " 
'()v~ntber 1:966~  Customs ·duties  on  seea-:~lsha.ve  beeti;:.a.~olished. and  ~9·  . .  ,i; 
:retail price  sh'e,uld  th~ref'~re drop consitterably (a.l1oq,t;  .. ~9% t~  ;ao~)·.~ ...  mve:~;Y;·i:~k~~:~ 
.-'  ~- '.  '  .  .  ..  .  ··"';;- .>··.·  _,.....  - -· .... '<  .\- j"'•  ,_·:~-:;'!-:~  i  {.~.-~~ 
year the  EEC  ~as to f'ix  a. target :Pr;to  ~ whi'Ch: woui·~  ;mak.~·:.S.~  :Po~s$"bl~~·io\  •  .•.  ::  •  "~1 ~:· .. 
market  outpu.t  .~i  th  du~  .·rega;d,  ;Qa;:rtiou;t~rly;, to  the~··:Pri~~~·~f''.set·  ...  ·~o····.d  ... n.  ·er~;i.  :.·  ... s 1  ....  ·.··.~  ..  ·.·.·.•.·····  ·,·.  >•;•. 
· In practice it tries to  establi~h. this  pri~e .in  a:ni~~;a,  ~y:·:~a•  ~  ...  "  >!: 
consl.U1lp~ion ·of the  order.  o.f  500 thousand:  tc>ns:.  '.;  <;: '.f 
'  ''  -';:,;;.:, 
. 'F):'pfu' the·  caloui'ated~>~las:tioities···  ot·  ~'live  ••  o:i.l  cbn~p-ti~: in 't!efati~··  ..  ··. v:.;.· 
::. :~:/;:e!h?;i~:~  9~~l~r~ti 9;~~:;,~~t4~~;  ~~t~~!~![f~~~r~'~{t~~ ·  · 
eonawnption••·. Pal'ity (}f.''t,4t)  twQ,prioes ;is  no~  on~c~13sa;t'~~·~~-~;~f~ve  oil'~  .. ,  ·····  · <:I 
·consumption  ~s dlstinctly.more  pri:c~2-~ensit~ve·  ..  ~.~ia.l'la:f'~i1L~  .. df  tll\,  i:l~ed. 
:  ·~·,., 
.· ..  de~and alsO ma.kesft  p~sSible 'to  ~ork out  whQ.t.  ~h£i':~:l)ltS~ptlorr of this 
··oil would  ·1,e·.  i:t. the_  elios~n·.J.e~lof .olive  ~il o()ri.suniptibl1;o;~r~·  .. rtOi>500 
thouaand  tol}_s  but•·50  .. tho~sana·  :more .. or.l~iss.......  WJ-~1?.. -~~ie%~~1-iS.tion,.::the: ·  •.... · 
c:orresponding·  •.. variation. i~· the  se~d:  .~il····dem~!ld·~~ia"'-~e";['~,;i.e~,  •.. ··~f'th~·>·.· 
order of,: 50--60  thousand "tona,  .of  which  2¢  ,t1ftrus,&1d ·~t~n~  wpul~:  l'~t:na.~ b• > 
iroundnut ·oil.  ·:·  ,:~ 
-~  ,:·.~:·:  ';<.  '/,,,;:;_  ,:~>  _: ..  ~;~:~~';5<:··,' 
~~- -.~,· Jia~acL5416.). -;;- 40 
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- ~~c1  ~CJ.ing but.1.E?r:  -
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